to impact human health in numerous ways. Discovery of such regulatory molecules have assigned a critical role to the originally thought "junk Dna". Bacteria and other prokaryotic organisms have the least amount of non-coding ("junk") Dna as compared to the more evolved species. This "junk Dna" was believed to have accumulated over several centuries of evolution as a result of evolutionary modifications, transposons as well as parasite and viral infections. Following completion of the human genome project in 2001, it was revealed that only up to 2% of our genome codes for all the proteins that make up our bodies. This was very interesting as humans, having developed complex physiologies, were believed to carry many more protein-coding genes. Instead, it was discovered that insects have twice as many protein-coding genes (~13,500) than yeast (~6,000) and that increase in cell number or complexity is not related to number of protein-coding Finally, after 20 years from their discovery, I welcome you all to this new journal that will publish key findings from research related to microRNAs in diabetes and obesity. This new journal provides you with an elegant platform to publish a vast range of articles, from short communications and pictures in small rna world to larger full length research publications and extensive reviews. The philosophy behind our publication is that every piece of data is important to solving a bigger puzzle and we therefore offer various publication types to present your work.
We also welcome commentaries on articles published elsewhere but relating to the central theme of this journal. One of the other unique features of the journal is immediate publication following editorial decision. Versita offers a unique platform wherein all
